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INTEGENZY quasi enzymic interlinkagers

DESCRIPTION
A unique revolutionary quasi enzyme-based preparation of INTEGENZY AE-DT-OK, and the technology
developed by Wuhan Universal Color&Biochemistry Ltd.---WUCB in one step process technologies to produce
bleached cellulose fibres, pulps, yarns, fabrics by all the reactions of desizing(or degumming for hemps)∕
scouring∕bleaching∕eliminating pollutions in about 70-90%∕costs saving further are occurred at the same
time.

It gives the opportunity to replace traditional, ecologically unfriendly processes, and obtain the results in water and energy
savings, combined with minimized environmental impact and higher more cost performance for downstream products, and the
first one and matchless on the market today on the world.

WUCB’s years of experience supporting cellulose fibres and fabrics have enabled us to develop and perfect a
complete product line. Are you wondering if WUCB's INTEGENZY products can be used in your cellulose
fibres and pulps and fabrics and so on co-operating in between coms.? Then contact us and let's talk business.

CHARACTERS
● One step process technologies for pre-treatments by all the reactions of desizing(or degumming for
hemps) ∕scouring∕bleaching∕eliminating pollutions in about 70-90%∕costs saving further are occurred at
the same time.

● Productivity improved 200-300% and cost efficient by one step in one bathtub with lower bath ratio for
pre-treating process with very lower alkali, eliminate a host of harsh, caustic chemicals basicly, and very short
reacting times in 1/3-1/5 base on traditional processes.

● Eco-friendly in clear basic effluent within eliminating chroma in about 80-95%, and CODcr and BOD in
about 60-70%, and residual alkali in about 80-90%, and ash in lower evidently. So that costs saving more in
post-treating wastewater.
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● Costs saving of water resource in 60-70%, steam and electric power in 55-60% and lower more effluents
in finished process.

● High effective degreasing, water absorbency and uniform whiteness with the suitable physicochemical
parameters for various treated one with higher more cost performance.

● So as cold water washed after bleached costs saving power further.

● Gentle on the cellulose fibres, yarns, fabrics and non affected on its strengthes basicly.

● High security for processors and products when used it within lower and broad reacting temperature, and
biodegradable in special designed quasi enzymes originated natural vegetations and eco-friendly biochemicals.

● Non any PFOS, APEO(NPEO), phosphate, silicate, fluorescent whitener contained with suitable efficient
biodegradation.

APPLICATIONS
One step in one bathtub procedure.
Equipment: Steam-ball, Tubbish bleacher, stainless steel kier.
Fibers/Fabrics: Raw cotton linters, Cotton yarns and fabrics, Hemps roving.

Medical Medical High DP and Paper Currency Degumming for
Absorbent Cotton Whiteness Cotton Cotton Pulp Hemps Roving

Advice formulas Cottons (g/L) Gauzes (g/L) Pulps (kg/T Linter) (wt.%) (g/L)
Bath ratio 1: 5-10 1: 4-5 1: 5-10 1: 5-10 1: 5-10
Integscou OK 1.0-3.0 1.0-2.0 25.0 0.1-0.2 1.0-3.0
Enzaccel AE 1.0-3.0 1.0-2.0 25.0 0.1-0.2 1.0-2.5
Integdista DT 0.5-1.0 0.5-1.0 10.0-12.0 0.02-0.05 0.3-1.5
H2O2 (27.5%) 10.0-15.0 6.0-8.0 140.0-160.0 1.0-1.3 10.0-20.0
NaOH (99%) 5.0-7.0 2.0-3.0 60.0 0.5-0.6 5.0-7.0

Processes Velocity for rising temp.: Room temp. -→ 85-110℃/40-50 min.,
Remained temp.: For cotton fabric 60-90 min.

For cotton pulps 50-60 min.
For absorbent cotton 2-3h.
For degumming 1.0-1.5h
______________________

Carded raw / \

linter fiber or Adding Adding Adding / \
fabrics loaded  INTEGENZY  NaOH  H2O2 / \

Cold H2O
washed in Neutralized

 1-2 times  by acid  Testing  End.
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Notes:
01. Materials added in water with stirring in order INTEGENZYOK-AE-DT enzyme interlinkagers H2O2
adagio NaOH to form a aqueous solution.

02. Improving the whiteness for treated fibres and fabrics, and biodegradation and catabolism for feculent
materials with increasing the amounts of INTEGENZYAE or NaOH, or decreased the amounts of INTEGENZY
DT respectively, or synchronized in between of them.

03. Improving the degreasing and wetting power with increasing the amounts of INTEGENZY OK.

04. Improving the interlinkage and stabilization efficiency to catabolism and wet and bleaching chain reactions
with increasing the amounts of INTEGENZY DT.

***********************************************************************************************************************

Disclaimer: The recommendations, including formulas and application settings, we've made in preparing this technical bulletin are

based on the best of our knowledge and experience with this product. No warranty of performance is implied or intended. Since so many

variables occur in the processes in which our products are used, and many of them can easily effect the performance of our products, we can

not take any responsibility for performance nor can we accept any liability beyond the value of our product.


